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RECLAIM PRIVACY WITH A NEW NAME & IDENTITY ... BE LIKE A FAMOUS ACTOR WITH A

LEGAL STAGE NAME ... READ ONBy International Best Selling and #1 Best Selling Author on

DAVID AUTHOREverything You Need To Obtain a New Name, a New Identity, New Life, New

Credit, and an Unlimited FutureInexpensive, Easy, Fast, and Legal Process Anyone Can DoLegal In

All 50 StatesNotice:Â  This book is for the USA and may not be applicable in theÂ UK or other

English speaking countries.Reasons to Have aÂ New Name & Alternate Identity:Reclaim

PrivacyAuthor, actor, or performerPersonal life separate from your professional lifeAlternate identity

precaution against future disasterEscape from abusive person, insane person, criminal, scam artist,

rapist, stalker, or other terrible personProtect childrenStart over after Identity TheftAvoid abusive

creditors or any form of harassmentNew creditPublic figure, famous, or wealthy personSidestep

bankruptcy or foreclosureEconomic crisisMedical bills buried youDeficiency judgment or other

judgmentFrivolous lawsuit you canâ€™t afford to fightPress is stalking you.Won the LotteryWealthy

and want to avoid con artistsThere areÂ manyÂ more legitimate reasons to be anonymous with a

new name,Â and protected identityPlease donâ€™t waste money on some of the other books out

there about creating a new identity, changing your name, etc. The author has read most of them

and he will keep you legal, legitimate, and respected. Those other books are limited and usually

advise you to do something illegal.It is your legal right to use any name you like but you must go

about it properly. In this age of computers and data sharing, the processes that worked in the past

DO NOT WORK TODAY. Big Brother is watching closer than ever. Regardless of your reasons for

wanting a New Name, New Identity, and even a New Business, this book can help you do it legally

and legitimately. The process is anonymous and uses the convenience of the Internet or a phone

call. You do not have to appear in person.The author has used this process to start a new life. Along

the way, he discovered he also had the opportunity to become the person he always wanted to be

and live the lifestyle he always wanted to live.Live anonymously yet openly with complete freedom

and without fear.Scroll Up and Click the "BUY" Button To Begin Your New LifeTags:Â  natural law,

civil law, civil rights and liberties, human rights, civil rights, privacy and security, starting a business,

disaster relief, how to disappear, how to be invisible, how to be invisible online, disappear without a

trace, big brother is watching, invisible prepper, how to vanish, NSA books, new name, name

change, change your name, divorce, bankruptcy, foreclosure, incognito toolkit, hidden assets,

survival kit, how to survive natural disaster, survival book, survival guide, prepper, prepping, prepper

survival, prepper guide, prepper book, prepping for survival, prepping For SHTF, survival tactics,

civil rights and liberties, firearms and weapons, banks and banking, civil rights, terrorism, ISIS,



political freedom, disaster relief, consumer guides, small business, startups, intelligence and

espionage, motivation and self improvement, self help, J J Luna, SHTF, 9/11, anonymous,

incognito, disappear, invisible, vanish, identity theft, protect assets, life, family, home, victim, stalker,

stalking, hide, hiding, take back your life, legal protection, violence, abuse, abusive
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This book is extremely well researched and covers the topic in a way that is easy to understand. It is

also presented from the perspective of one who has used these methods and can tell you, with

certainty, that these methods work. I also appreciated the advice about the legal aspect of doing this

and how it should be approached. Not knowing the legalities was a big stumbling block. Thank you

for your advice. 'Smooth Sailing'.

Most of the books in this arena advise you to do something illegal or dance on the shady side of the

street. This book shows you how to establish a legal and legit new name to use and identity as a

successful business person. The process the author puts forward is simple and easy to understand



and is also done in just a couple of hours from the convenience of a computer or phone line. This

book will keep you legal and you will be pleasantly surprised by how quickly and easily this is done.

You can use your new identity or identities for the rest of your life or selectively as you choose.

Definitely the book to buy if you want a new name and a fresh start in life.

The book is simple yet direct and informative; it will open your eyes as to how one can easily live a

more private life. By implementing a few simple changes and learning how NOT to be stupid in

public, one can make significant changes in their life in order to move on and live annonymously.

Your life is NOT dictated by your social security number, and this book tells you how you don't need

to even be associated with it anymore. This is a NEW way to live: free.THANK YOU.

This book is well written and it is easy to understand how to do this. It only cost me $50 to do this

and did it in one afternoon. Buy this book if only to have an alternative identity you can step into at

will. You never know when that might be advantageous given the state of our economy and the

world.

This book was a pleasant surprise. It gives you a positive and simple process to create a new legal

name and a business to do with as you choose. I'm happy with the new identity I've created and

have a new positive attitude towards the future. Thanks Mr. Author

Awesome book... I'm not as interested in creating a new identity, but I found it quite useful when

starting my business and establishing business credit. I bet the identity stuff in the book works, but

its value is beyond that.

Wealth of information here. You have to pay most lawyers hundreds of dollars to get this info. The

guide is easy to use and well written. Definitely worth the money spent.

I found the book helpful and it had good information. I only wish more was discussed about building

up credit, but overall, had very good ideas
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